
Whew! What happened to fall?! There’s likely not time for custom fine jewelry but
 are always an option! Also, I’ve been busy designing some additional, limited edition

Oklahoma-themed and Gryphon Collection inventory:

Pictured left is a new  set including a
gunmetal and sterling silver necklace ($175) with matching
earrings ($85), and bracelet (not pictured but $85) all plus

tax. The  earrings now are available in red enamel ($45) or the original brass ($30)
plus tax. Also new are this ethically-sourced sterling silver "Imperfect Circle Bracelet" ($105) and
"Homage Ring" ($55), both plus tax.

Also, check out these newly-designed laser-cut wood
 – a replica of a motif on the old

Warehouse Market building in downtown Tulsa.
Available in purpleheart (left), zebra wood (right), and
walnut (not pictured), $15 each plus tax. The

 for free shipping is active until NY Eve:
"OnDasher.” We now also offer free local pickup by
appointment.
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If you don’t want to order online plan to stop by and see my
booth at the

and
I’ve begun talks with a popular downtown location to carry some of my work (fingers

and toes crossed)….. There are still spots available for  at
Wednesday evenings Jan 8 - Feb 5, 2020. To sign up call WaterWorks

at 918-596-2440.…. An impromptu A
last month was a big success, and as always, if you are in the Brady Arts

District check out my work at the AHHA Gift Shop.
Each jeweler has a few pieces out and more in assigned
pull-out drawers!…

Contact:
Email: design@cadycarlson.com
Web site:
Etsy: www.etsy.com/shop

Find  on , ,

Do you not wear a favorite necklace because the clasp is too difficult or it snags your hair? Don't just leave it in
the jewelry box; let me know and I'll find a solution that keeps your necklace safely closed but also functional!
Pros and Cons of Common Clasps: Lobster Clasp is a favorite for its strength and versatility but can be
difficult to use if you have trouble with dexterity. Barrel Clasps are secure for light-weight jewelry but the
typical open rings that connect to the necklace itself can open over time and be difficult to use if you have
trouble with dexterity or have long hair. Toggle types are strong but should not be used with high-value jewelry
due to the possibility of unclasping. Pearl clasps
are strong and don't require use of fingernails to
open and close but generally require two hands.
Magnetic types are increasingly popular and
convenient but I personally don’t care for their
strength. A fold-over magnetic clasp will add
some extra security if going this route.


